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This Merit Badge activity will guide you through five fun-filled outdoor backpacking adventures. Better start this activity several months before the big backpacking walk. See also the related outdoor activities - historical trails, 50 miler, camping, cooking, etc. 'Patrol Leader Merit Badge Planning Guide for Backpack Merit Badge*** Activities for Juvenile Lead Patrol*** Exploring the
Backpacker can be a fascinating youth adventure when done right. Here are some tips to help the patrol leader get started. Scouts can never add or subtract from the actual merit badge requirements This Planner is just a suggestion of different ideas to make the work of this Merit Badge fun and easy. While making the Spreadsheet is not a requirement to earn this badge, in many
cases it can help you learn key concepts and track your progress. A. Take activity planning tips from your merit plan - 14 tips for a successful patrol activity. Read carefully before starting your plan! Share your plan - Meet in advance with your patrol, Scout leaders, parents, and especially the Merit Badge Counselor. Make changes to the plan as needed. Prepare the Activity
Brochure - Keep your scout companions informed - events, activities, prerequisites, and more. Online Resources B. Introduction meeting Most merit badge activities do best to have an introductory meeting where the patrol can discuss how to start and plan their field trips. Submit the activity brochure in advance to use as a meeting schedule. Your scouts will know what to expect.
The backpack merit badge is a great badge of merit for working as an outdoor patrol. Includes four major outdoor activities that will be done as part of summer camp, high adventure or a great weekend expedition. Flash News C. Homework/Prerequisites Assign one or more requirements that the scout can make at home, perhaps as a family activity. D. Study Hall Patrol Night
While some scouts may be adept at self-study, others can do better in a small group environment and taking notes on spreadsheets. Make a plan. You can facilitate the discussion by asking them why each of the principles introduced here would be relevant. Schedule one or more patrol meetings to work on this merit badge. Pre-open meeting activity A meeting activity before the
start of the official meeting is a great way to set a fun theme for the meeting. MBC Discussion Group Req #1: Discussion - Security and First Aid Req #2: Discussion - What to pack - Req #3: Discussion - from a Req #4 Hiking Team: Discussion - Don't Leave Any Trace and Outdoor Code Req #7: Discussion - Inclement Weather Prep Discussion Resources: Essential Outdoor
Equipment. Req #6 Backpacker Preparation Exercises: Demonstration - Req Water Treatment #7: Demonstration - Maps, GPS &amp; Orienteing E. Backpacking Treks Five Backpacking Adventure Hikes Are Required for This Badge of Merit: Shakedown Hike Req #9 - Do the A. Write a plan that includes a schedule for a patrol/crew backpack walk of at least 2 miles. B. Make a
preventive inspection of the patrol and its equipment. c. Show that you know how to properly pack your personal equipment and your part of the crew equipment and food. d. Show that you can properly carve your backpack and adjust it for proper wear. And. When using the plan you developed for the 9a requirement, load your fully loaded package to complete a hike of at least 2
miles. Three Complete Req #10 Backpack Ings - Using the Leave No Trace principles, participate in at least three backpack ings of at least three days each and at least 15 miles each, and using at least two different camps on each hike. Take everything you need throughout the walk. Master Backpacking Trek Req #11 - Do the following: a. Write a plan for a backpacking hike of at
least five days using at least three different camps and covering at least 50 km. Your plan should include a description and route to the walking area, a schedule (including a daily schedule), a list of food and equipment needs, a safety and emergency plan, and a budget. B. Using the principles of Leave No Trace, take the walk you planned and, during the walk, complete at least
one service project approved by your merit badge counselor. c. Keep a daily diary during the walk that includes a daily description of your activities, including notes on what worked well and thoughts about improvements that could be made for the next walk. While none of them are a real requirement for this badge of merit – they are great opportunities to show Scout Spirit, Make a
Good Daily Turn and have fun! Activity Reflection: Use this meeting for scouts to ask questions and reflect on what they have personally gained from this adventure. You can also have a discussion about what future opportunities are here. Court of Honor Exhibition: Photos, handwork and other memories of this adventure will make a great presentation at the next Scout Troop
Court of Honor. America's Historical Trails The Historical Trails Award brings appreciation to the ideals, principles and traditions that have made our country strong. The requirements emphasize cooperation between historical societies and Scout, BSA, Adventure, and Scout units, which should establish a close relationship with a local society as quickly as possible when planning
a historical activity—most communities have those societies. There are many options to win this Award. BSA Hiking Guide The Scouting Guide to Basic Walks (2020-Paperback): An Officially Licensed Book Boy Scouts of America: 200 Essential Skills for the Great Outdoors. Current Boy Scouts, former Boy Scout students and readers interested in the outdoors receive time-tested
advice on hiking and backpacking in the desert. Sometimes it's easier to make two or more merit badges merit as a joint activity: See Also 9 Things to Know about Merit Badges - BoysLife.org - There are more than 135 merit badges. By winning, you can learn about sports, crafts, science, trades, business and future careers. Here's how to make the most of your merit badge
experience. This Merit Badge is required to earn the Scout Rank Do the following Explain to your counselor the most likely dangers you may encounter when participating in camping activities and what you should do to anticipate, help prevent, mitigate, and respond to these dangers Discuss with your counselor why it is important to be aware of weather conditions before and
during your camping activities. Tell us how you can prepare if the weather gets bad during your camps. Show that you know first aid for and how to prevent injuries or diseases that may occur during camp, including hypothermia, ice burns, thermal reactions, dehydration, altitude sickness, insect bites, tick bites, snake bites, blisters, and hyperventilation. Learn the Leave No Trace
principles and the Outdoor Code and explain what they mean. Write a personal and group plan to implement these principles in your next exit. Make a written plan* for a night hike and show how to get to your camp site using a topographic map and compass or a topographic map and GPS receiver. If there is no GPS receiver unit available, explain how to use one to reach your
camp site. A compass A GPS receiver** A smartphone with a GPS app** Do the following: Make a to-do list showing how your patrol is organized for a real campout at night. List assignments for each member. Help a scout patrol or a webelos scout unit in your area prepare for a real camp, including task list creation, menu planning, equipment needs, general planning, and camp
creation. Do the following: Prepare a list of clothes you would need for overnight camps in hot and cold weather. Explain the term layers. Discuss shoes for different types of weather and how the right footwear is important to protect your feet. Explain the proper care and storage of camping equipment (clothing, footwear, bed linen). List the outdoor essentials needed for any
campout and explain why each item is required. Introduce yourself to your Scout master with your backpack for inspection. Be properly dressed and equipped for an overnight camp. Do the following: Describe the characteristics of four types of tents, when and where they could be used, and how to care for tents. Working with another Boy Scout, setting up a tent. the importance
of sanitation of the camp and say why water treatment is essential. Then demonstrate two ways to treat water. Describe the factors to consider when to set up your tent. Tell the difference between internal and external packages. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each. Discuss Discuss kinds of sleeping bags and what type would be suitable for different conditions.
Explain the proper care of your sleeping bag and how to keep it dry. Make a comfortable bed. Get ready for a night camp with your patrol doing the following: Make a list of personal and patrol equipment that will be needed. Pack your own equipment and your share of patrol equipment and food for proper transportation. Show that your backpack is right to quickly get what is
needed first, and that it has been properly assembled for comfort, weight, balance, size and cleanliness. Do the following: Explain the safety procedures for: Using a propane or butane/butane stove Using a liquid fuel stove Adequate storage of extra fuel Disca the advantages and disadvantages of different types of light stoves. Prepare a camping menu. Explain how the menu
differs from a menu for a backpacking or flotation trip. Give recipes and make a list of food for your patrol. Plan two breakfasts, three lunches and two suppers. Discuss how to protect your food from bad weather, animals, and contamination. While camping outdoors, cook cook at least one breakfast, lunch and dinner for your patrol of the meals you planned for the 8c requirement.
At least one of these meals should be a trail meal that requires the use of a light stove. Show camping experience by doing the following: Camping a total of at least 20 nights at designated Scouting activities or events. A long-term camping experience of up to six consecutive nights can be applied to this requirement. Sleep every night under the sky or in a tent you set up. If the
camp provides a tent that has already been launched, you do not need to set up your own tent. In any of these camping experiences, you should do two of the following, only with proper preparation and under qualified supervision: Climb a mountain where, at some point, you are at least 1,000 feet higher in elevation from where you started. Backpacking, snowshoeing or cross-
country skiing for at least 6 km. Take a bike trip of at least 15 miles or at least four hours. Take a non-motorized trip in the water for at least four hours or 5 miles. Plan and conduct a snow camping experience at night. Rappelling by a rappelling route of 30 feet or more. Carry out a conservation project approved by the land owner or management agency. This can be done alone or
with others. Discuss how the things you did to earn this badge taught you about personal health and safety, survival, public health, conservation, and good citizenship. In your discussion, tell how the Scout spirit and the Scout oath and Scout law apply to the camp and outdoor ethics. *To complete this requirement, you can use the Scout planning worksheet in . Note: The URL in
this note listed in Scouts BSA BSA 2019 is no longer valid. The file is now in the URL we show here. **If a GPS-equipped device is not available, explain how to use one to reach your camp site. BSA Advancement ID#: 1 Requirements last updated on: 2018 Pamphlet Publication number: 35866 Callilho Stock (SKU) Number: 636058 Pamphlet Review Date: 2016 Page updated:
May 4, 2020 2020
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